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The 405H harvester from HSM

The 405H1, H2 and H3 harvester designs from
HSM are available in 4-WD, 6-WD and 8-WD
versions.
When HSM decided to manufacture harvesters
our objective was to construct machines to match
the high standards of our existing product range.
Today we can conclude that not only have we
achieved our goals, but have exceeded them
and are now producing harvesters of outstanding
quality, reliability and with excellent performance.
The 405H range of harvesters are more that
worthy to carry the name HSM.

Central Electrical System

HSM sets the standard for accessibility and clarity
by organising the complete central electrical
system on the right hand side of the cabin. A
view of the compact and clearly arranged central
electrical system (see figure) shows the extent
of intensive engineering design work carried out
by HSM. This endeavour has resulted in high
standards with easy maintenance, professional
documentation and legible clear labelling of
cables and components, enabling servicing or
repairs to be carried out efficiently and
schematics to be followed accurately for fast
diagnosis.

Service and Accessibility

The name HSM stands today not only for
outstanding quality and innovation, but also for
first class service and spare parts supply. The
company with its competent technical support,
maximum spare parts availability and efficient
logistics ensure that our customers can remain
competitive in a tough industry.
HSM, our partners, dealers, and agents world-
wide stand together and maintain excellent
standards.
HSM machines are designed with special
attention being given to accessibility to enable
easy maintenance and servicing, especially the
hinged gull-wing doors with swing out tanks and
the centralisation of the complete electrical
system on the right hand side of the cabin.



HSM 405H1

When first viewed the HSM 405H1 harvester
appears to have no serious differences to larger
H2 harvester, (Apart from its size). The H1
however when viewed in detail is clearly a
classical thining harvester for small and medium
size timber.
Highly productive and lightweight harvester-
heads and the Mesera/Loglift crane L181 impress
with enormous speed and productivity. This high-
performance is also characterized by Engine
power, drive and a traction force of 140 kN.

After its launch into the market the HSM 405H1
rapidly convinced users of its ability in the forest.
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HSM 405H1 6WD

HSM 405H1 8WD

HSM 405H2 6WD

HSM 405H2 8WD
Slope Terrain

HSM 405H2 8WD

HSM 405H3 6WD

Engine:

IVECO 6 Cylinder
Common Rail Turbo-Diesel
TIER3 w. 175 kW (238 HP)

IVECO 4 Cylinder
Common Rail Turbo-Diesel
TIER3 w. 175 kW (238 HP)

IVECO 6 Cylinder
Common Rail Turbo-Diesel
TIER3 w. 175 kW (238 HP)

IVECO 6 Cylinder
Common Rail Turbo-Diesel
TIER3 w. 175 kW (238 HP)

IVECO 6 Cylinder
Common Rail Turbo-Diesel
TIER3 w. 260 kW (354 HP)

IVECO 6 Cylinder
Common Rail Turbo-Diesel
TIER3 w. 260 kW (354 HP)

IVECO 6 Cylinder
Common Rail Turbo-Diesel
TIER3 w. 175 kW (238 HP)

HSM 405H3 8WD



Power Train: Hydraulic System: Crane: Harvester-Head and Range to use:
Control System:

Hydrostatic- Load Sensing Loglift L 181 V100 Serial: From light to medium
mechanically-drive Pump: 1 x 190 ccm Lifting moment cross CTL 453 / Motomit IT thinning
Traction motor 140 ccm 266 l/min at 1400 rpm 138 kNm Others on request
Traction force 140 kNm Crane-Tilt +30° / -20°

Hydrostatic- Load Sensing Loglift L 181 V100 Serial: From light to medium
mechanically-drive Pump: 1 x 190 ccm Lifting moment cross CTL 453 / Motomit IT thinning
Traction motor 140 ccm 266 l/min at 1400 rpm 138 kNm Others on request
Traction force 140 kNm Crane-Tilt +30° / -20°

Hydrostatic- Load Sensing Loglift L 220 V100 Serial: From medium to heavy
mechanically-drive Pump: 1 x 145 ccm Lifting moment 188 kNm Waratah H480 / Motomit IT thinning
Traction motor 140 ccm and 1 x 190 ccm optional: Others on request
Traction force 175 kNm 469 l/min at 1400 rpm Epsilon M160 H100

Lifting moment 200 kNm
Crane-Tilt +30° / -20°

Hydrostatic- Load Sensing Loglift L 220 V100 Serial: From medium to heavy
mechanically-drive Pump: 1 x 145 ccm Lifting moment 188 kNm Waratah H480 / Motomit IT thinning
Traction motor 140 ccm and 1 x 190 ccm optional: Others on request
Traction force 175 kNm 469 l/min at 1400 rpm Epsilon M160 H100

Lifting moment 200 kNm
Crane-Tilt +30° / -20°

Hydrostatic- Load Sensing Loglift L 280 V110 Serial: From heavy thinning
mechanically-drive Pump: 1 x 145 ccm Lifting moment 280 kNm Waratah H480 / Motomit IT to final felling
Traction motor 140 ccm and 1 x 190 ccm optional: Others on request
Traction force 195 kNm 469 l/min at 1400 rpm Epsilon X250 H100

Lifting moment 350 kNm
Crane-Tilt +30° / -20°

Hydrostatic- Load Sensing Loglift L 280 V110 Serial: From heavy thinning
mechanically-drive Pump: 1 x 145 ccm Lifting moment 280 kNm Waratah H480 / Motomit IT to final felling
Traction motor 140 ccm  and 1 x 190 ccm optional: Others on request
Traction force 195 kNm 469 l/min at 1400 rpm Epsilon X250 H100

Lifting moment 350 kNm
Crane-Tilt +30° / -20°

Hydrostatic- Load Sensing Loglift L 220 V100 Serial: From medium to heavy
mechanically-drive Pump: 1 x 145 ccm Lifting moment cross Waratah H480 / Motomit IT thinning
Traction motor 160 ccm  and 1 x 190 ccm 188 kNm Others on request at slope terrain
Traction force 200 kNm 469 l/min at 1400 rpm Crane-Tilt +30° / -30°





Wide Tyres for Stability and Soil
Protection

The challenge is to construct a harvester with
high stability and low ground damage.
HSM goes all the way with modern harvesting
technology incorporating the use of wide tyres.

The objective was to build
machines that offer our cust-
omers a harvesting technology
of high efficiency which caters for
all conditions.
The result is the 405H range of
har vesters  des igned and
constructed to meet the needs of
our customers as well as pleasing
forest managers with its low
impact on the forest environment.
The use of wide tyres, optimal
dimensions and a low centre of
gravity are now proven with great
success resulting in the HSM
405H with extreme stability,
power, and all terrain capability
and without the need for water-
ballasted tyres.

No other manufacturer has pursued this
construction concept like HSM which is
testament to our commitment to sustainable
forestry practices.

Agility Without Losing Stability

One of the most distinctive points about the
design of HSM harvesters is the rate of steering
angle compared to the wheelbase dimensions.
HSM have balanced stability and agility in the
405H harvester with great successes resulting
in a harvester technology suitable for a wide
range of ground and crop conditions including
steep slopes. The 405H has a long wheelbase
of 4350 mm and a steering angle of 52 degrees
giving unrivalled stability, and with a Loglift crane
with a high tilting angle, working
downhill as well as uphill is effortless.
The HSM 405H harvester is the
professionals choice.



HSM 405H2

The HSM 405H2 can be described as an “All-
Rounder”. It is above average in respect of its
ability to work in stands where a high silver
cultural end value is expected. The overall
concept of the H2 makes great sense and is
already proving ever more popular within the
harvesting and forest management sectors. The
production of the 405H2 covers the technological
harvester requirements in medium and heavy
stands of timber which is proven by key
performance data gathered. This machine is
powered by an Iveco 175 kW common rail engine,
is equipped
With a 10 mtr reach Loglift L220 crane, runs on
710/45-26.5 tyres and has a tractive force of
175 kN. The H2 combines high performance,
excellent quality, impressive all terrain mobility,
and is rounded off with the thousand times
proven harvesting head technology of Waratah
or other manufactures and our awarded inno-
vation the „HSM Energy-Storage-System“.

The HSM 405H2 provides a first class forestry
technology package.



The technical highlights of this powerful package:
Engine providing 260 kW with 1500 Nm torque,
a hydraulic system 469 l/min at 1400 rpm,
steering angle of 52° - traction force 195 kN.

Optional high-end cranes from
Mesera/loglift L280 V110 (lifting moment 280 kNm)
or Epsilon X250 H100 (lifting moment 350 kNm)

In 8-WD or 6-WD versions, with a high-comfort
ergonomically designed tilting cabine, 800 mm
wide tires on balanced bogie-axles, the H3 makes
highly efficient environmental friendly heavy

timber harvesting a reality.

The HSM 405H3 package is
rounded up with a harvester
head specially designed for
heavy timber from Waratah
or Logmax.

The HSM 405H3 – AT
HOME IN LARGE CROPS

HSM 405H3

Harvesting Heavy Timber

With one goal in mind, the HSM 495H3 has been
specifically developed to provide high
performance harvesting of heavy timber in final
felling and heavy thinning conditions. The H3
offers massive power reserves, agility and
excellent stability.
Pure power and sturdiness for mechanized heavy
timber harvesting – that´s the HSM 405H3.



HSM 405H2 8WD “Hillclimber”

This machine provides the same well-proven excellence as
the standard HSM 405H2 8WD harvester, AND THEN A WHOLE
LOT MORE!

Based on the well-proven design of the 405H2 the Hillclimber
also features:
- Engine torque of 1020 Nm at 1500 rpm
- 200 kN of tractive effort
- Balanced bogies
- Extra 300 mm of wheelbase
- Tilting rear mounted traction-winch HSW 15 with 450 m rope

capacity and a traction force up to 15 tons.
- Tilting cabin
- Crane with +/- 30° tilt angle

Adding these features to the high performance standard HSM
405H2 makes the Hillclimber version unbeatable where high
productivity is required on extreme-slope terrain.

The HSM 405H2 8WD “Hillclimber” must surely be the first
choice for the professional when harvesting on steep terrain.



HSM Hohenloher Spezial-
Maschinenbau GmbH & Co. KG
D-74635 Neu-Kupfer  ·  Im Greut 10
Tel. +49(0)79 44/91 91-0 · Fax 91 91-77
Mail: info@hsm-forstmaschinen.de

www.hsm-forstmaschinen.de

A Partner of Forestry Since 1967

The endeavour of HSM over 45 years remains
the same today:

To provide powerful, economical and well
adapted forest technologies to a modern
timber harvesting industry.

From development to the daily work situation in
the forest, HSM machines pursue only one
objective:

To make our customers enterprise even
more successful.

HSM offer reliable, highly efficient forest tech-
nology with the customer as its focus. We ensure
high productivity by providing exemplary custo-
mer service. Intelligent financing concepts and
low running costs ensureing our customers have
the opportunity to operate a healthy and success-
ful business.

Let us work together for your success!
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